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Prof.ssa Bruno Bianca 
 

Obiettivi disciplinari: 
- Competenza linguistica nell’ambito dei testi letterari 

- Capacità di analisi e di sintesi 
- Capacità di cogliere tematiche rilevanti 
- Capacità di cogliere nessi ed operare collegamenti. 

 
Contenuti: 
Libri di testo: M. Spiazzi - M. Tavella - M. Layton 

• Performer Heritage 1 (from the Origins to the Romantic Age) - ed. Zanichelli. 

• Performer Heritage 2 (from the Victorian Age to the Present Age) - ed. Zanichelli 

 

The Pre-Romantic Age (“An Age of Revolutions”) 

The Historical and Social background of the period: 
• Britain and America • The Industrial and Agricultural Revolutions • The French Revolution, riots 
and reforms 
 Characteristics and features of Early Romanticism: 
• A new sensibility • Towards subjective poetry • A new concept of Nature • The concept of the Sublime 

• The Gothic novel 

W. Blake (1757-1827) 
Life and works: 
• “Songs of Innocence” and “Songs of Experience” • Imagination and the poet • Blake’s interest in social 

problems • Style •Complementary Opposites 
Texts: 

• “London” from “Songs of Experience” - reading and analysis 

• “The Lamb” 

• “The Tyger” 
Themes: 

Childhood The position of the poet The theory of the “complementary 

opposites” 

Imagination The prophetic function of the poet The vision of industrialisation 

 

 
Mary Shelley (1797-1851) 
Life and works 
• “Frankenstein” or “The Modern Prometheus”: 

• Plot and setting • The origins of the novel • The influence of science • Literary influences 

• Narrative structure • Themes • The double 

Texts: 

• “The Creation of the Monster” from “Frankenstein” - reading and analysis 
Themes: 

The quest for forbidden knowledge The limits of science 
Science, the scientist and their responsibilities The monster as a social outcast 



 

The first Generation of the Romantic Poets: 
W. Wordsworth (1770-1850) 
Life and works: 
• The Lyrical Ballads • The Manifesto of English Romanticism • The poet’s task and style 

Texts: 
• “A certain colouring of imagination” from the Preface to “Lyrical Ballads” - reading and analysis 
• “Daffodils” (“I wandered lonely as a Cloud”) - reading and analysis 

 
Themes: 

Childhood The poet’s role and task The language used in poetry 

Imagination Emotions recollected in tranquillity The importance of the senses 
The role of memory Relationship between man and nature  

 
 

S. T. Coleridge (1772-1834) 
• Life and works •Imagination and Fancy 
• The Rime of the Ancient Mariner 

                 Texts: 

• “The killing of the Albatross” 
Themes: 

nature mystery and supernatural crime and punishment 

the role of poetry the relationship between man and nature  

 

 
The Victorian Age 
Historical and Social background: 
• Queen Victoria •An Age of reform • Workhouses and religion • The Irish Potato Famine • The Reforms 

Bills • The repeal of the Corn Laws • Chartism • Technological progress 

 

C. Dickens (1812-1870) 
• Life and works 
• Characters • A didactic aim • Style and reputation 

• “Oliver Twist”: 
• The plot • Setting and characters • The world of the workhouse 

• “Hard Times”: 
• Plot • Setting • Structure • Characters • A critique of materialism 

Texts 

• From “Oliver Twist”: Oliver wants some more” reading and analysis 

• From “Hard Times”: “Mr. Gradgrind” reading and analysis 

• From “Hard Times”: “Coketown” reading and analysis 

The exploitation of children -Dickens’s defects and merits – Dickens’s view of Man and human nature. 
Dickens and a critique of education 
The philosophy of Utilitarianism 



Themes: 

 
 
 

The English Aesthetic Movement 
O. Wilde (1854-1900) 
• life and works •The rebel and the dandy 
• Wilde as a novelist: “The Picture of Dorian Gray” and the theme of beauty • the plot characters 
• narrative technique • allegorical meaning: timeless beauty 

• From “The Picture of Dorian Gray: “The Preface”: reading and analysis 

• “Dorian’s death” : reading and analysis 
 

Themes: 

 
 

 
 
 

The Modern Age – Modern literature 
Historical and social background 
• The Edwardian age: Edwardian England, the seeds of the Welfare State, the Suffragettes. The outbreak of 
the War, people’s attitude to World War I (enthusiasm followed by a deep feeling of 
frustration/disillusionment). 
• The Irish war of Independence. 
• The Age of Anxiety: the crisis of certainties. Freud’s influence, the collective unconscious, the theory of 
relativity, Bergson and the new concept of time 

 

 
Modernism: •the advent of Modernism • main features of Modernism • towards a cosmopolitan 
literature • the stream of consciousness technique •the interior monologue (direct/indirect) 

 

The modern Novel: 
• the origins of the English novel • the new role of the novelist • experimenting with new narrative 
techniques • a different use of time • the stream of consciousness technique 
The interior monologue: • subjective consciousness •main features of the interior monologue • types of 
interior monologue 

 

The Modernist Writers: 
 

J. Joyce (1882-1941) 
• Joyce’s life 

• Ordinary Dublin • the rebellion to the Church • style and technique 
• “Dubliners”: • structure and setting • characters • the paralysis • the epiphany

Childhood and exploitation, the workhouses, the Industrial revolution, the conditions of the poorest 
classes, work and alienation, the Victorian Compromise, Victorian education, Utilitarianism. 

Art and life, “Art for Art’s sake”, the aesthete, the sense of beauty, Aestheticism as a rejection of the strict 

Victorian values, the immortality of Art 



Texts: 

• From “Dubliners”: “Eveline”: reading and analysis. 

• From “Dubliners”: “The Dead “Gabriel’s epiphany”: reading and analysis. 
 

Themes: 

 
 

V. Woolf (1882-1941) 

 
•Early Life •The Bloomsbury Group •Literary Career •A Modernist Novelist: 

• “Mrs Dalloway”: •plot  • setting •characters •themes and motifs •style 
 

Themes: 
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Paralysis, epiphany, realism and symbolism, human life. 

Time, isolation, warfare, suffering repression, memory and the past, madness  


